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Abstract. In 1995 the reward for a victory was increased from two to three points in 

most European football leagues, in order to encourage teams to adopt attacking 

strategies. This setting provides an interesting experiment for studying the effects of a 

reward increase in tournaments. In this paper we evaluate if the objectives of the principal 

with the implementation of the three-point rule were achieved. Focusing on recent seasons 

of the Spanish football league, we contrast our results with previous literature on the 

subject which analysed earlier seasons. We identify that many variables behave 

differently nowadays, up to the point that average shots have doubled and average fouls 

per season seem to have reached a steady state. By running statistical tests and 

regressions, we conclude that team budgets are the most determining factor in today’s 

playing performance. We also find that strategies adjust smoothly throughout seasons, 

showing that the role of the incentive change has been downplayed. 
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1 Introduction 

The subject of this work is the analysis of a change in incentives that occurred in 1995 

for most European football leagues. While in the 1994/95 season teams were rewarded 

with 2 points for winning a match, since the 1995/96 season they are rewarded with 3 

points. The points awarded for tying and losing remained the same, being 1 and 0 points, 

respectively. In 1995, therefore, the reward for winning compared to tying and losing 

became greater and, thus, more attractive. The objective of this change was to “encourage 

teams to look for victory and avoid negative tactics”, meaning that teams would “most 

likely abandon defensive tactics in favor of an attacking strategy” (Yannis, 1993). The 

aim of this work is then to study empirically the effects of this change from a large 

dataset on matches from the Spanish football league, comprising data on both before and 

after the rule change. We focus our analysis on seasons of the 21st century in order to 

arrive to conclusions relevant for these days. 

Our work is based on a paper by Garicano & Palacios-Huerta (2014), in which they 

conduct the same analysis, but comparing seasons of the 20th century of the Spanish 

league. Therefore, our study aims to update their investigation and provide comparable 

results. For this purpose, we classify actions and variables in the same way that they do 

in their paper: Offensive Play actions, Sabotage Play actions and Match Outcomes.1 The 

authors focus on the second type of actions and arrive to the conclusion that the change 

in incentives led to an increase in “dirty play” activities. Although teams also increased 

offensive effort, they find no net change in scoring. This brings them to state that teams 

indeed responded to the change in rewards, but in an unexpected way. They also find 

that the crowd attendance to football matches decreased after the incentive change, so 

their conclusion is that its effects were negative. 

An earlier study by Guedes & Machado (2002) analysed the change both theoretically 

and empirically. In the first part, the authors start from the perspective that the scheme 

changed from a zero to a non-zero sum rule and hypothesise that the weaker teams were 

induced to play more defensively because of this change. Next, in the second part, they 

analyse a series of matches from the Portuguese league and find support for their 

hypothesis. 

Other theoretical approaches include Brocas & Carrillo (2004), who use game theory 

tools to predict the effects of the rule change in the behaviour of teams and show that 

 
1 Our variables are categorised into these three types in Section 3. 
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the incentives to play offensively may be lower after the change; and Haugen (2008), who 

supplements the previous authors with a different game theoretic framework. 

Later studies on this subject include the empirical analyses by Dilger & Geyer (2009) 

and del Corral et al. (2010). The first cited authors estimate the effects of the three-point 

rule in the German football league and conclude that the number of draws decreased and 

the number of close wins increased. They also find that, during a match, teams adopt a 

more defensive strategy when they are ahead on the scoreboard. In the case of del Corral 

et al. (2010), the authors conduct the same analysis of the Spanish league as Garicano & 

Palacios-Huerta (2014), based on an earlier version of the paper from 2006. Their analysis 

focuses on actions punished with red cards, something that Garicano & Palacios-Huerta 

had rejected because there are very few.2 

All the previously cited empirical studies, apart from data on league matches, use 

data on cup tournament matches. This is to check whether the observed before-after 

differences are due to the implementation of the three-point rule or not. The authors use 

cup tournaments as a control in which there was no change in incentives. Our study, 

however, assumes that there are no differences in team strategies between cup and league 

tournaments. Hence, we provide before-after estimates, while the authors of the cited 

studies use differences-in-differences estimates. Our approach is valid if we think that 

football teams do not change their playing style among different tournaments, which 

seems plausible.3 

In any case, our objective is the same as the previously cited authors: to test whether 

the three-point rule has led to more offensive strategies or it has led to unintended 

consequences. The main difference is that we analyse more recent data, in order to see if 

the effects that the different authors present persist in the 21st century. 

Studying this subject is relevant for testing Lazear (1989) hypothesis, which is based 

on an environment where rewards depend only on relative performance. This author 

claims that if they are increased agents will get involved in actions that reduce their 

rivals’ output. In our work, as the previously cited authors do, we identify these actions 

with what we call Sabotage Play.4 Our setting is just like Lazear’s model: rewards (i.e., 

victories and trophies) depend only on the relative performance among teams. Finally, 

we find the mentioned increase in rewards in the 1995 change from a 2-1-0 scheme to a 

3-1-0 scheme. Hence, as many of the previously cited authors claim, our results potentially 

 
2 More details on this are given in Section 3.2. 
3 Indeed, Dilger & Geyer (2009) suggest that teams “transfer their playing strategy from league 

to cup games”. 
4 The results of our analysis on this is found in Section 3.2. 
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apply to any tournament in which ties are a possible result. As Guedes & Machado (2002) 

mention in their final statement, we think that this is something that deserves further 

research. 

The methodology used in our work is basically the application of some econometric 

tools to data of several seasons of the Spanish league, both before and after the rule 

change. As stated before, we focus our study on the differences between the two-point 

rule seasons and the 21st century seasons. Hence, we compare mean values of these two 

types of seasons for several variables and look at their differences; we run different 

regressions to check whether the changes come from the three-point rule implementation 

or not; and compare statistical distributions of before and after the rule change. 

This article is organised as follows: first, we describe the data and methods used for 

our analysis; next, we present the results we reach; finally, we draw the main conclusions. 

When presenting the results, they are structured according to the variable and method 

used. 

2 Data and methods of analysis 

Having introduced the subject and the structure of this work, we proceed to describe the 

dataset and the statistical methods used for obtaining the results presented in Section 3. 

First, we classify the seasons for which we have data, based on the variables available 

for each of them. After this, we describe the statistical techniques applied to these data 

and give a standard definition for the three most important ones. Finally, we explain the 

main limitations faced by this work. 

The data for our analysis come from the Spanish football league La Liga. Next, we 

summarize the variables we have for each season or interval of seasons: 

 1992/93 to 1995/96: Goals Scored, Teams Budget. 

 2005/06 to 2010/11 & 2016/17 to 2019/205: Goals Scored, Shots, Shots on Goal, 

Corner Kicks, Fouls, Yellow Cards. 

 2011/12 to 2015/16: Goals Scored, Shots, Shots on Goal, Corner Kicks, Fouls, 

Yellow Cards, Teams Budget. 

For each variable, we have data of both the home and visiting team within every match 

of the specific season. Since the rule change took place between the 1994/95 and 1995/96 

 
5 Note that this is the current season. We have data on all matches until the season stopped 

in March 2020, the last game being Eibar – Real Sociedad. 
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seasons, we have three seasons (1992/93 to 1994/95) with the 2-1-0 scheme and sixteen 

(1995/96 and 2005/06 to 2019/20) with the 3-1-0 scheme. 

The data come from García & Rodríguez (2002),  Carreras & García (2018) and 

Buchdahl (2020). They contain all the variables described in the previous season listing. 

In addition, we compute Tied Matches6 and Home Team Win Margin7. We will contrast 

all of them with the results of Garicano & Palacios-Huerta (2014). In Section 3 we use 

different statistical tests and regression estimates to do so, which we describe next: 

1. t-statistic for the comparison of two means. It is used to test whether the 

difference between the means of two populations is statistically zero or different 

from zero. So, the null and the alternative hypotheses are: 

H0: μ1 − μ2 = d0  vs  H1: μ1 − μ2 ≠ d0, 

where μ1 and μ2 are the two population means and d0 is the difference between 

them, in our case d0 = 0. The t-statistic is given by the following equation: 

t =
(Y1 − Y2) − d0

SE(Y1 − Y2)
, 

where 𝑌1 and 𝑌2 are the two sample means and SE is the standard error function. 

The null hypothesis is rejected if the t-statistic (in absolute value) exceeds some 

critical value, which depends on the number of degrees of freedom of the model 

(computed as the number of observations minus one). 

We apply the t-statistic to compare the before and after the rule change 

mean values of all the variables. For the variables that we have data on both the 

seasons before and after the rule change we do not use the mean values given by 

Garicano & Palacios-Huerta (2014), but instead we contrast our own before and 

after data.8 

2. OLS estimator in a multiple regression model. We use this model to see the 

marginal effects of some variable over another variable, i.e., what is the average 

quantitative change on the outcome variable if we increase one explanatory 

variable by one unit. The model is given by the following equation: 

Yi = β0 + β1X1i + β2X2i + ⋯ + β5X5i + ui, 

 
6 To do so, we just look at the variable Goals Scored and consider a tie when home goals equal 

away goals. 
7 This variable refers to the difference between home and away goals within a match. 
8 For example, we contrast the Shots mean given by Garicano & Palacios-Huerta (2014) of 

the 1994/95 season with its mean values of seasons 2005/06 to 2019/20, but we contrast the Goals 
Scored mean value of seasons 1992/93 to 1994/95 with its mean value of seasons 1995/96 and 
2005/06 to 2019/20. 
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where subscript i denotes the ith observation for each of the variables, Y is the 

dependent or outcome variable, the X’s are the regressors on this variable, the β’s 

next to them are their coefficients, β0 is the intercept, and u is the error term. We 

include five regressors in the model because it is the maximum that we use in our 

regressions. From this equation, we estimate the average values of each of the β’s 

(i.e., the average marginal effects we mentioned plus the intercept). Each 

regression has an associated number of observations N, and a relative frequency 

of the variability explained by the model R2 ∈ [0,1] (indicating that the model is 

better when R2 → 1). 

We apply this model to analyse the components that affect Goals Scored 

and the Tie Indicator (i.e., a match ending in a tie or not), which are the outcome 

variables for which we have data on both the seasons before and after the rule 

change. As regressors, we use the following variables: 

 Incentive Change. Binary variable which takes the value 1 if the 

observation belongs to a season with the three-point rule, and 0 if 

it belongs to a two-point rule season. 

 Year Effect. Variable that assigns a number to each of the 

observations according to the season to which they belong. 

 Own Budget. The budget of the team to which the observation 

corresponds, in euros and deflated by the CPI,9 since it changes 

throughout seasons. 

 Opponent’s Budget. The budget of the opponent of the team to 

which the observation corresponds, in euros and deflated by the 

CPI, since it changes throughout seasons. 

 Visitor Dummy. Binary variable which takes the value 1 if the 

team was playing away and 0 if it was playing at home, where the 

unit of observation is a team within a match. 

Our purpose is to check whether the change in the incentive scheme is relevant 

for the changes in the outcome variables or not. 

3. Pearson’s chi-squared test. It is used to test whether the distributions of two 

variables are independent or not. The null and alternative hypotheses, and the 

following chi square statistic are used to conduct the test: 

 
9 To deflate budgets, we use data on the CPI in Spain provided by El IPC En Un Clic (2020). 
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H0: Oi = Ei  vs  H1: Oi ≠ Ei, and 

χ2
=

(Oi − Ei)
2

Ei
,

i

 

where Oi are the observed number of cases, and Ei are the expected number of 

cases by the model. The null hypothesis of independence of the distributions is 

rejected if the χ2
 statistic exceeds some critical value, which depends on the 

number of degrees of freedom of the model (computed as the number of rows 

minus one times the number of columns minus one). 

We use this test to contrast whether the before and after the rule change 

Home Team Win Margin distributions are equal or not. 

For further details on these formalisms see the classical reference by Stock & Watson 

(2012) and the monograph by Vaart (1998). These are the analysis methods used for 

obtaining the results in Section 3, where all calculations, tests, regressions, and figures 

have been computed with Stata 15. We are not able to compute more results since we 

do not have data on the variables for doing so. 

It is noticeable that our main limitation is not having a control group in which the 

incentive change did not took place to compare with the league data (i.e., the treatment 

group). If the outcome variables behave the same between the two groups, that would 

mean that the changes they experience between before and after the rule change is not 

because of the incentive change. 

Garicano & Palacios-Huerta (2014) address this issue by taking the Spanish Cup 

competition as a control group. This is not possible in our case since there are no open 

datasets for this competition for the seasons we study, and specially for before the rule 

change. For this reason, our study takes the implicit assumption that the outcome 

variables have only changed because of the incentive modification, and not because of 

other fixed effects. This assumption is supported by the fact that in the majority of 

regressions by Garicano & Palacios-Huerta (2014) the year effects and cup matches (i.e., 

the fixed effects we were talking about) are not found to be statistically significant. 

3 Results 

After having described the data and methods applied for our work, in this section we 

present their results. We begin by testing the difference in means of several variables 

before and after the rule change. Next, we show the coefficients from the two regressions 

we run over the Goals Scored and Tie Indicator variables. Finally, we analyse the 

difference in the before and after distributions of the variable Home Team Win Margin. 
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The section is divided into four parts, depending on the characteristics of the variables 

treated in them. These are explained at the beginning of each subsection. In figures, error 

bars show the 95% confidence interval for the means of the specific variable. In tables, 

* denotes significance at the 10% level, ** at the 5% level, and *** at the 1% level. Note 

that the unit of observation is always a team within a match except for Tied Matches, 

where it is a match. 

3.1 Offensive Play 

As categorised by Garicano & Palacios-Huerta (2014), Offensive Play variables include 

Shots, Shots on Goal and Corner Kicks. For each of them we present a figure with their 

mean value of each season from 2005/06 to 2019/20 (i.e., after the rule change), and 

compare their difference with the mean value of the 1994/95 season (i.e., before the rule 

change). The mean value of the 1998/99 season (after the rule change) is also shown in 

the figures. We also test the difference between the means of the 1994/95 season and of 

the seasons from 2005/06 to 2019/20 jointly, in order to see the difference between before 

and after the rule change. 

Shots 

We start by looking at Shots. Table 1 presents the before (1994/95) and after (2005/06 

to 2019/20 jointly) mean values of this variable, their difference, and the corresponding 

t-statistic and p-value. Figure 1 represents the mean values of all these seasons separately 

and the 1998/99 season mean. We observe that the difference in shots comparing both 

the 1994/95 and 1998/99 means to the ones from 2005/06 to 2019/20 presents a radical 

change: shots per team (within a match) have approximately doubled, on average. This 

outcome could well be the result of the incentive change in 1995, and shows that the 

positive difference that Garicano & Palacios-Huerta (2014) found between the two 

seasons they analysed (before and after the rule change respectively) has increased a lot 

in the 21st century. 

Table 1. Before-After difference in Shots 

Before After Difference t p-value 

6.19 12.42 6.231*** 132.539 0.0000 
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Figure 1. Mean values of Shots 

Shots on Goal 

We turn our attention now to Shots on Goal. Table 2 presents the before (1994/95) and 

after (2005/06 to 2019/20 jointly) mean values of this variable, their difference, and the 

corresponding t-statistic and p-value. Figure 2 represents the mean values of all these 

seasons separately and the mean value of the 1998/99 season. Shots on goal, on average, 

do not present a change as high as shots.10 However, with respect to the 1994/95 season, 

they have statistically increased by 0.31. This confirms the increasing pattern from 

Garicano & Palacios-Huerta (2014), although the difference is approximately half the one 

they compute. This fact could be due to yearly fluctuations like the ones we see in Figure 

2. In fact, from 2008/09 to 2012/13 the means were statistically equal to the 1998/99 

mean value. Nevertheless, only three of the seasons we study do not present a statistically 

significant difference. Despite yearly fluctuations, the conclusion is that teams shoot on 

goal more than before the rule change. 

 
10 This is reasonable because shooting on goal, unlike shooting, is not controllable by the 

players, i.e., they can choose to shoot, but their accuracy is not infallible. 
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Table 2. Before-After difference in Shots on Goal 

Before After Difference t p-value 

4.12 4.43 0.312*** 13.083 0.0000 

 
Figure 2. Mean values of Shots on Goal 

Corner Kicks 

We end this subsection analysing Corner Kicks. Table 3 presents the before (1994/95) 

and after (2005/06 to 2019/20 jointly) mean values of this variable, their difference, and 

the corresponding t-statistic and p-value. Figure 3 represents the mean values of all these 

seasons separately and the mean value of the 1998/99 season. Corner kicks, on average, 

have decreased with respect to the 1994/95 season. Although the difference is very small 

in absolute terms, it is statistically significant. In contrast, the difference with the 

1998/99 season is much larger. In Figure 3 we can see that all of the seasons we study 

are statistically different from the 1998/99 mean.  These patterns could simply represent 

that, nowadays, corner kicks are seen as something that has much lower influence on the 

game and, therefore, they could be considered a ‘less offensive’ action than all these years 

ago. Despite that, in the figure we also see a couple of seasons in which the difference 

with 1994/95 is positive and statistically significant. Indeed, the figure displays a quite 

clear pattern: it is increasing until 2012/13, where we can find its peak, and from then 
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on it starts decreasing until it returns to its initial values during the most recent seasons. 

This suggests that strategies (in this case, forcing a corner kick) change throughout 

seasons, but in a rather smooth way. 

Table 3. Before-After difference in Corner Kicks 

Before After Difference t p-value 

5.29 5.13 -0.158*** -5.870 0.0000 

 
Figure 3. Mean values of Corner Kicks 

3.2 Sabotage Play 

Sabotage Play variables include Fouls, Yellow Cards and Red Cards, as categorised by 

Garicano & Palacios-Huerta (2014). We exclude Red Cards from our analysis for the 

same reason as the cited authors do in their paper from 2006: they represent less than 

1% of all fouls, and so, if computed, they present very weak results. For each of the other 

two variables we present a figure with their mean value of each season from 2005/06 to 

2019/20 (i.e., after the rule change), and compare their difference with the mean value 

of the 1994/95 season (i.e., before the rule change). The mean value of the 1998/99 season 

(after the rule change) is also shown in the figures. Finally, we test the difference between 

the mean value of the 1994/95 season and the mean value of seasons from 2005/06 to 

2019/20 jointly, in order to see the difference between before and after the rule change. 
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Fouls 

We start this subsection by looking at Fouls. Table 4 presents the before (1994/95) and 

after (2005/06 to 2019/20 jointly) mean values of this variable, their difference, and the 

corresponding t-statistic and p-value. Figure 4 represents the mean values of all these 

seasons separately and the mean value of the 1998/99 season. Fouls display a clear trend 

throughout the time: they drastically decreased from 2005/06 to 2010/11, and from then 

on they have remained approximately constant. The null hypothesis of equality between 

the 1994/95 (two-point) season and the 15 (three-point) seasons we study is rejected at 

the 1% significance level. We can conclude that the number of fouls per team (within a 

match) has decreased. In Figure 4, however, we observe that seasons from 2005/06 to 

2008/09 display a statistically larger mean of fouls. This, together with the increase found 

by Garicano & Palacios-Huerta (2014) suggests that initially, after the implementation 

of the three-point rule, the average amount of fouls increased, but our figure shows that 

from 2005/06 it started to sharply decrease. In conclusion, the average fouls show a 

temporal trend towards a steady state. 

Table 4. Before-After difference in Fouls 

Before After Difference t p-value 

16.20 15.23 -0.966*** -21.093 0.0000 
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Figure 4. Mean values of Fouls 

Yellow Cards 

Now we analyse the other variable of this subsection. Table 5 presents the before 

(1994/95) and after (2005/06 to 2019/20 jointly) mean values of Yellow Cards, their 

difference, and the corresponding t-statistic and p-value. Figure 5 represents the mean 

values of all these seasons separately and the mean value of the 1998/99 season. The 

average number of yellow cards has increased compared with the 1994/95 season, as 

Garicano & Palacios-Huerta (2014) also show by comparing to 1998/99. The equality of 

means is rejected for each and every season separately at the 5% significance level, and 

for all except for the 2013/14 season it is rejected at the 1% significance level. This 

configuration of the data confirms what Garicano & Palacios-Huerta (2014) show in their 

article: after the three-point rule implementation the number of aggressive defensive 

actions increased, and we can see that in the current 2019/20 season its mean is almost 

equal to the one from 1998/99. 

Table 5. Before-After difference in Yellow Cards 

Before After Difference t p-value 

2.33 2.58 0.251*** 17.714 0.0000 
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Figure 5. Mean values of Yellow Cards 

3.3 Match Outcomes 

Match Outcome variables include Goals Scored and Tied Matches, as categorised by 

Garicano & Palacios-Huerta (2014). For each of the two variables we present a figure 

with their mean value of seasons before the rule change (from 1992/93 to 1994/95) and 

seasons after the rule change (1995/96 and from 2005/06 to 2019/20), and compare their 

difference in means. In figures of this subsection, the dashed vertical line represents the 

rule change. Note also that there is a time discontinuity between seasons 1994/95 and 

2005/06. In the last part of this section, we present the results of the regression estimates 

over these two variables. 

Goals Scored 

We start by looking at mean values of Goals Scored. Table 6 presents the before (1992/93 

to 1994/95) and after (1995/96 and from 2005/06 to 2019/20 jointly) mean values of this 

variable, their difference, and the corresponding t-statistic and p-value. Figure 6 

represents the mean values of all these seasons separately and the mean values of the two 

groups. Note that the unit of observation is a team within a match. The dashed vertical 

line in Figure 6 represents the rule change, and there is a time discontinuity between the 

1995/96 and the 2005/06 seasons. The null hypothesis of equality of means between the 
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seasons with the two-point rule (jointly) and the ones with the three-point rule (jointly) 

is rejected at the 1% significance level. Indeed, the number of goals scored per team 

within a match increases by 0.076 after the rule change. Despite this, in Figure 6 we see 

that the most recent seasons display values very similar to the ones for the seasons before 

the rule change. In addition, the 2005/06 and 2006/07 seasons mean values are even 

lower than before the rule change (and statistically equal to them). Thus, we can conclude 

that, despite observing a positive difference after the rule change, goals seem to be largely 

affected by their corresponding season,11 and the trend shown in the most recent years is 

decreasing. 

Table 6. Before-After difference in Goals Scored 

Before After Difference t p-value 

1.28 1.35 0.076*** -2.651 0.0081 

 
Figure 6. Mean values of Goals Scored 

Tied Matches 

We turn our attention now to the probability of Tied Matches. Table 7 presents the 

before (1992/93 to 1994/95) and after (1995/96 and from 2005/06 to 2019/20 jointly) 

 
11 This is checked later, in column II of Table 8. 
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mean probabilities of this variable, their difference, and the corresponding t-statistic and 

p-value. Figure 7 represents the mean probabilities of all these seasons separately and 

the mean probability of the two groups. Note that the unit of observation is a match. 

The dashed vertical line in Figure 7 represents the rule change, and there is a time 

discontinuity between the 1995/96 and the 2005/06 seasons. The null hypothesis of 

equality of means between the different-type seasons is rejected at the 1% significance 

level and we observe a 0.04 percentage points decrease in the probability of a tie. 

However, as it happened with the goals means, we observe that the most recent seasons 

display very similar values to those of the two-point rule seasons. The same happens 

again with the 2005/06 and 2006/07 seasons. We cannot reject the separate equality of 

means for each of these seasons with respect to each of the ones before the rule change. 

Also, we see that in this case the pattern is, in general terms, the inverse compared to 

the Goals Scored statistics: for seasons with a higher mean of goals we observe a lower 

probability of a tie. Indeed, the correlation between the two variables is -0.19. This is 

completely rational since the amount of goals is what determines if a game ends in a tie 

or not, and the probability of scoring is decreasing on the number of goals (see Figure 

8). 

Table 7. Before-After difference in Tied Matches 

Before After Difference t p-value 

0.29 0.24 -0.043*** 2.992 0.0028 
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Figure 7. Mean probabilities of Tied Matches 

Regressions 

We end this subsection by looking at Table 8, which presents the coefficients of the 

regression estimates over the two previous variables, i.e., Goals Scored and the Tie 

Indicator, as well as their standard errors in parenthesis. The Tie Indicator variable takes 

the value 1 if the observation corresponds to a game ended in a tie, and 0 otherwise. In 

columns I and III we regress the explanatory variable against an Incentive Change 

dummy variable and a time variable, the Year Effect. In columns II and IV we also use 

team budgets and a Visitor Dummy variable. Adding team fixed effects, as Garicano & 

Palacios-Huerta (2014) do to control for the strength of teams, makes no sense in our 

study, since we have data very apart in time. We use seasons from 1992/93 to 1995/96 

and from 2011/12 to 2015/16, since they are the ones for which we have data on the 

budgets of teams. Note that in Goals Scored the unit of observation is a team within a 

match, while in the Tie Indicator it is a match. 

In the case of Goals Scored, in column I we see that the rule change is significant at 

the 10% level. It is still significant at the same level when we add the other variables in 

column II. However, the most significant changes (at the 1% level) come from the other 

variables. Interestingly, we observe that the Year Effect is, on average, negative, meaning 

that average goals are decreasing on time. As expected, the average effect of a team’s 
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budget is positive, while the average effect of the opponent’s budget is negative. This 

means that average goals are expected to increase when the own budget is increased, and 

average goals are expected to decrease when the opponent’s budget is increased. Finally, 

also as we could expect, the average number of goals scored decreases when playing away 

compared to playing at home. 

For the Tie Indicator in column IV we omit the Visitor Dummy, since the unit of 

observation is a match, not a team within a match. We find in column III that our 

regressors (the Incentive Change and the Year Effect) are not statistically significant. 

This happens too in column IV for the same regressors, while the newly added ones 

(budgets of teams) are significant at the 1% level. As we might have expected, increasing 

team budgets decreases the probability of a tie, since it also increases the probability of 

scoring, and we already explained that the probability of a tie is decreasing in the number 

of goals (see Figure 8). To sum up, the probability of a tie is not affected by the rule 

change or time, but it is by budgets. 

Finally, we find that all the intercepts on all of the different regressions are 

statistically significant. That is, there is a clear expected value of goals and the 

probability of a tie which is independent of our regressors. 

Table 8. Average effects on Goals Scored and Tie Indicator 

  Goals Scored  Tie Indicator  
Explanatory variable I II III IV 
Incentive Change 0.101038* 

(0.0562694) 
0.0906999* 
(0.0533352) 

-0.0210617 
(0.0274938) 

-0.0187041 
(0.0274014) 

Year Effect -0.0011383 
(0.0103968) 

-0.0399957*** 
(0.0098447) 

-0.0053514 
(0.0049662) 

0.0035097 
(0.0052282) 

Own Budget  3.32E-09*** 
(1.71E-10) 

 -3.74E-10*** 
(4.25E-11) 

Opponent’s Budget  -1.19E-09*** 
(9.88E-11) 

 -1.13E-10** 
(5.72E-11) 

Visitor Dummy  -0.5043101*** 
(0.0287011) 

  

Intercept 1.278884*** 

(0.033065) 

1.608784*** 

(0.0360757) 

0.2991906*** 

(0.0166998) 

0.2814614*** 

(0.017017) 

N 6960 3480 

R2 0.0012 0.1434 0.0026 0.0136 

Unit of observation Team in match Match 
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3.4 Score Margins 

In this last subsection we look at Figure 8, which presents Home Team Win Margin 

distributions of before and after the rule change. These margins are computed by 

subtracting the away goals from the home goals in every match, and they are represented 

in the x-axis. In the y-axis we plot the relative frequency of each specific margin. 

The first we notice is that the percentage of all matches with a 0 margin, i.e., tied 

matches, decreases from 28.85 to 24.5 percent. As opposed, the percentage of matches 

with a -1 or 1 margin, i.e., matches decided by a single goal, increases from 35.88 to 38.51 

percent. We see that the first decrease does not compensate the second increase, so 

unambiguously the percentage of games decided by two goals or more must have 

increased. This is what Figure 8 presents: especially away wins by two and three goals 

difference increase. In contrast, home wins by two goals or more remain approximately 

constant. The before and after distributions are statistically different at the 5% 

significance level (Pearson χ2(6) = 16.9157; p-value = 0.01) if we exclude games with 

margins above three, as Garicano & Palacios-Huerta (2014) do in their paper. This 

restriction is useful to see the changes the figure shows, since all other margins are almost 

equal. Indeed, we cannot reject the equality of the two distributions if we include all 

score margins (Pearson χ2(16) = 21.0749; p-value = 0.176), what proves that the two 

distributions behave differently across games with margins of three or below vs greater 

than three. The analysis suggests that after the rule change teams are less likely to tie 

and more likely to win or lose (whether by one or more goals). This contrasts with the 

results from Garicano & Palacios-Huerta (2014), who show that in the 1998/99 season 

teams were less likely to win by more than one goal. 
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Figure 8. Distributions of score margins before and after the rule change 

4 Conclusions 

The main conclusion derived from our analysis is that budgets of teams are the most 

determining variables of goals scored (which may be the most important outcome 

variable). Despite having increased after the implementation of the three-point rule, they 

are largely affected by their corresponding season. This may explain why in the most 

recent years they present values similar to before the rule change. In addition, we find 

that budgets are the only decisive variable of the probability of a tie. 

Further research on before-after regressions over the other outcome variables would 

be of special interest, to see what the components that affect them are. However, we can 

state some interesting points just by looking at their distributions. For example, in the 

most recent seasons corner kicks have lost importance in offensive strategies, while shots 

have doubled compared to the 1994/95 season. The latter may be due to an adjustment 

caused by the three-point rule. Shots distribution does not present much difference among 

the last fifteen seasons. In fact, the following is common for all variables except for 

sabotage actions: they adjust smoothly throughout seasons. This suggests that, in general, 

team strategies change gradually between adjacent seasons. Regarding sabotage 

activities, fouls present a clearly decreasing trend until they stabilise. Further analysis 

on this over the next seasons would be important to confirm that fouls have reached a 
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steady state. Another point we reach is that aggressive defensive actions increase after 

the three-point rule implementation. 

It is also remarkable that away wins have increased, specially by one and two goals 

difference. Again, budgets of teams and their strength in general could explain this, in 

the sense that now it is less important to play at home than to play against a weaker 

rival in order to win. 

Comparing our work to Garicano & Palacios-Huerta (2014) we do not reach such a 

conclusive result. Despite the generally observed trend of an increase in offensive effort 

and a decrease in sabotage activities (except for yellow cards), it is unclear whether they 

come from the reward modification or not. Our intuition with respect to this is that team 

strategies have varied throughout time, downplaying the incentive change. In fact, we 

think that teams may no longer be explicitly paying attention to the reward scheme, 

since they may have internalised it. 

Regarding the application of our results to other tournaments, such as labour markets 

and R&D races as proposed by Guedes & Machado (2002), it may be relevant as long as 

there exists the possibility of a tie. In that case, our results potentially apply to an 

increasing change in rewards for the agents executed by the principal. 

Finally, research on before-after match attendance would be very interesting in order 

to see whether the crowds like or dislike today’s strategies. About the deployment of 

attackers and defenders, our thought is that nowadays it is difficult to categorise a player 

between these two. Thus, relating that to team strategies and arriving to a conclusion is 

much harder than before. 
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